Ma'am,

IAW the attached, DSC contacted me and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two
Dear [Name],

Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards,

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
Ma'am,

IAW the attached email DSC contacted and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet (attachment) which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

From:    
Sent:    Tuesday, 28 July 2015 3:25 PM  
To:      ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc:      

Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Attachments: FW: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]; OP JARRAH spreadsheet.xls

Sensitive:Personal

Ma'am,

IAW the attached email DSC contacted and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet (attachment) which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

From:    
Sent:    Friday, 24 July 2015 13:43  
To:      
Cc:      ADFIS SACOPS

Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sensitive:Personal

Sir,

Request HQ ADFIS approval for release of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation as requested by Defence Legal below.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

From:    
Sent:    Thursday, 23 July 2015 15:08  
To:      
Cc:      ADFIS SACOPS

Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sensitive:Personal

Ma'am

Please find below a request from Office of Defence Special Counsel, regarding releasing a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet to him. Can authority be obtained for me to release this document to him?

Kind Regards

Sergeant

Mob:  222
Dear,

Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
From: [Redacted] on behalf of ADFIS HQ Operations
Sent: Thursday, 13 August 2015 12:31 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Sorry for the delayed reply, please see DOPS approval below.

Kind regards

---

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, 12 August 2015 21:38
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: RE: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

I have reviewed the attached. I note that DSC is a Defence entity progressing these matters on behalf of CDF. Accordingly, I’m happy with this info being released to DSC.

DOPS

---

I have reviewed the attached. I note that DSC is a Defence entity progressing these matters on behalf of CDF. Accordingly, I’m happy with this info being released to DSC.

DOPS

---

From: WO1 On Behalf Of ADFIS HQ Operations
Sent: Monday, 10 August 2015 2:03 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sir,

as detailed below approval is requested to release the attached spreadsheet to Defence Special Council.

Kind regards

---

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Tuesday, 28 July 2015 15:25
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Ma'am,

IAW the attached email DSC contacted [Redacted] and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet (attached) which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

---

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Friday, 24 July 2015 13:43
To: [Redacted]
Sir,

Request HQ ADFIS approval for release of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation as requested by Defence Legal below.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

Ma'am

Please find below a request from Office of Defence Special Counsel, regarding releasing a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet to him. Can authority be obtained for me to release this document to him?

Kind Regards

Sergeant

Dear

Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
From: ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Tuesday, 7 July 2015 8:45 PM
To: ADFIS SACOPS
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: FW: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Pa

Note traffic below. Please ensure both [Name] and [Name] are both aware that they will be contacted by DSC to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council (see email at bottom of this email trail). Both members should familiarise themselves with this material (as best they can noting the volume) before they are contacted by DSC.

DOPS

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

From: ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Tuesday, 7 July 2015 8:39 PM
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: ADFIS SACOPS
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

My sincere apologies for not responding sooner. Please note that [Name] will not be available until 13 Jul 15 and [Name] will not be available until 20 Jul 15 as both members are on leave. I am more than comfortable with you calling both members at your convenience. Both members are expecting your call on their return to work. Contact details for both members are:

- [Name] [Contact number] (Adelaide – 30 mins behind AEST)
- [Name] [Contact number] (Perth – 2 hours behind AEST)

Regards,

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

From: ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Tuesday, 7 July 2015 10:02 AM
To: ADFIS SACOPS
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Hi

Sorry to follow you up on this but have you heard anything from your end?

Availability our end only extends to 1500 today but if this is not possible for [Name] and [Name] we will need to arrange in the week commencing 20th July.

Regards

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

From: ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Friday, 3 July 2015 11:32 AM
To: ADFIS SACOPS
Cc: ADFIS SACOPS
Subject: Fwd: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email: [Contact email]

23/03/2016
Team,

Please confirm availability of [redacted] and [redacted] to be contacted by phone by ODSC early next week regarding Jedi Council information. Once you’ve done this please email [redacted] directly (cc me) with their availability and best contact number. I’d appreciate this being actioned urgently. Post contact with ODSC, both members are to make appropriate DPSMS entries.

Please act this task.

Regards,

Begin forwarded message:

From: [redacted]
Date: 3 July 2015 11:26:34 am AEST
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: Re: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Sorry for not replying to your earlier email. I’ll confirm availability and get back to you within the next hour or so.

Regards

On 3 Jul 2015, at 11:06 am, Liddall, Kristina MS <kristina.liddall@defence.gov.au> wrote:

UNCLASSIFIED

Good morning [redacted].

We would like to go ahead and arrange a telecon for next Monday or Tuesday afternoon (subject to availability and time differences).

Let me know if there is any protocol that you require us to follow in approaching [redacted] and [redacted] or if you are happy for us to do so using this email trail as an introduction.

Thank you for your help with this.

Regards

Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email:

From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 15:10
To: [redacted]
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Hello [redacted],

Thank you for coming back to me so quickly and for the suggestions on how to proceed.

It is likely that an initial telecon will be the best option and once I have this confirmed, should I contact you to arrange a time and date with [redacted] and [redacted]?

Regards

Official / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email:

From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 14:57
To: [redacted]
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED
Hello

As always we are very willing to assist in these matters, however our more detailed corporate knowledge on such matters will not always be resident in Canberra. In this case, I'm led to believe the two investigators best placed to assist with respect to the Jedi Council email traffic are (Perth) and (Adelaide). Those of us in Canberra have very limited first hand knowledge of this material and would therefore be reliant on reviewing records in our information system. I suggest the following potential courses of action:

- ODSC contact (Perth) and (Adelaide) via phone.
- ODSC attend A with one of our staff and jointly review the material held in our information system.
- (Perth) and/or (Adelaide) travel to Canberra to meet with ODSC.

Noting above, please advise how you wish to proceed.

Regards,

[Redacted]

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 13:58
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: FW: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Importance: High

UNCLASSIFIED

Good afternoon.

Please see the below request for a meeting re the Jedi Council.

I don't think SPCRO has much to contribute to this issue.

Regards

[Redacted]

Manager

Phone [Redacted]
Fax [Redacted]

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 13:50
To: [Redacted]
Subject: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Importance: High

UNCLASSIFIED

Hi

I have been asked to set up a meeting next Monday or Tuesday with ADFIS about the evidence in the Jedi Council matter.

Specifically, we need to get a better handle on how many inappropriate emails were transmitted and retransmitted on the DRN; also the systems in place to detect inappropriate emails and how these ones evaded detection. [Redacted] thinks ADFIS is the first port of call because they have already looked at these issues.

Is this correct and if so, are you able to advise who it would be appropriate to set the meeting up with (Provost Marshall?) and availability.

Regards

[Redacted]

Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email: [Redacted]

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
Ma'am,

DSC requested an update WRT allowing them to see the spreadsheet of email correspondence. Request HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

Ma'am,

IAW the attached, DSC contacted [redacted] and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two
Request HQ ADFIS approval for release of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation as requested by Defence Legal below.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

---

From: [redacted]
Sent: Thursday, 23 July 2015 15:08
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sensitive:Personal

Ma'am

Please find below a request from Office of Defence Special Counsel, regarding releasing a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet to him. Can authority be obtained for me to release this document to him?

Kind Regards

Sergeant

---

From: [redacted]
Sent: Thursday, 23 July 2015 13:32
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: Jedi Council investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Dear [redacted]

Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards

---

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
Sir,

not sure if [REDACTED] has had a chance to speak to you about this during your visit to Adelaide.

Ma'am,

IAW the attached, DSC contacted [REDACTED] and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

Mobile: [REDACTED]

Sir,

Request HQ ADFIS approval for release of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation as requested by Defence Legal below.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

Mobile: [REDACTED]
Please find below a request from Office of Defence Special Counsel, regarding releasing a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet to him. Can authority be obtained for me to release this document to him?

Kind Regards

Sergeant

Tel:

Email

---

From: Thursday, 23 July 2015 13:32
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Jedi Council investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Dear,

Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards

Mobile:

---

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
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IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
From: On behalf of ADFIS HQ Operations
Sent: Monday, 10 August 2015 8:32 AM
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: RE: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Sensitive:Personal

Can you please send a copy of the spreadsheet to ADFISHQ.Operations inbox so I can get it cleared by DOPS asap.

Kind regards

Operations Warrant Officer

---

From: On Behalf Of ADFIS HQ Operations
Sent: Thursday, 6 August 2015 11:52
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: RE: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Ma'am,

DSC requested an update WRT allowing them to see the spreadsheet of email correspondence. Request HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

---

From: On Behalf Of ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Friday, 31 July 2015 11:37
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sir,

Not sure if you had a chance to speak to you about this during your visit to Adelaide.

---

From: On Behalf Of ADFIS SACOPS
Sent: Friday, 31 July 2015 11:37
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: ADFIS HQ Operations
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Ma'am,
IAW the attached, DSC contacted [REDACTED] and I to discuss material relating to the Jedi Council. As a result of our conversations, DSC requested a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation.

I seek HQ ADFIS approval to release a copy of the spreadsheet to DSC.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

From: [REDACTED]
Sent: 5 13:43
To: ADFIS SACOPS
Cc: [REDACTED]
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sensitive:Personal

Sir,

Request HQ ADFIS approval for release of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet which references dates, times and titles of emails relating to the investigation as requested by Defence Legal below.

Regards,

Warrant Officer Class Two

From: [REDACTED]
Sent: Thursday, 23 July 2015 15:08
To: [REDACTED]
Cc: ADFIS SACOPS;
Subject: FW: Jedi Council investigation [DLM=Sensitive:Personal]

Sensitive:Personal

Ma'am

Please find below a request from [REDACTED] Office of Defence Special Counsel, regarding releasing a copy of the OP JARRAH spreadsheet to him. Can authority be obtained for me to release this document to him?

Kind Regards

Sergeant

Mob: [REDACTED]
Tel: [REDACTED]
Email: neil.edwards@defence.gov.au

From: [REDACTED]
Sent: Thursday, 23 July 2015 13:32
To: [REDACTED]
Cc: [REDACTED]
Subject: Jedi Council investigation [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Dear [REDACTED]
Thanks for talking to me this afternoon about the Jedi Council investigation, which was extremely helpful.

We talked about a spreadsheet created by your team showing alleged breaches by each of the suspects, which references dates, times and titles of offending emails. It would be most helpful if we could obtain a copy of the spreadsheet, which would assist us to get a better sense of which emails and how many emails were transmitted via the DRN.

Kind regards

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
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IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
Apologies Sir is on leave until 30th June.

Sir,

will not be available until 30th June and will not be available until 3rd July as both members will be on leave.

Are you happy for us to engage with today as an interim solution and then we can arrange for a meeting upon the return of both members.

Team,

Please confirm availability of and to be contacted by phone by ODSC early next week regarding Jedi Council information. Once you've done this please email directly (cc me) with their availability and best contact number. I'd appreciate this being actioned urgently. Post contact with ODSC, both members are to make appropriate DPSMS entries.

Please ack this task.

Regards,

Begin forwarded message:

Sorry for not replying to your earlier email. I'll confirm availability and get back to you within the next hour or so.

Regards,

On 3 Jul 2015, at 11:06 am, wrote:

Good morning

We would like to go ahead and arrange a telecon for next Monday or Tuesday afternoon (subject to availability and time differences).

Let me know if there is any protocol that you require us to follow in approaching and or if you are happy for us to do so using this email trail as an introduction.

Thank you for your help with this.

Regards,
From: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 15:10
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Hello

Thank you for coming back to me so quickly and for the suggestions on how to proceed.

It is likely that an initial telecon will be the best option and once I have this confirmed, should I contact you to arrange a time and date with

Regards

__________________________________________________

From: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 14:57
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED

Hello

As always we are very willing to assist in these matters, however our more detailed corporate knowledge on such matters will not always be resident in Canberra. In this case, I'm led to believe the two investigators best placed to assist with respect to the Jedi Council email traffic are (Perth) and (Adelaide). Those of us in Canberra have very limited first hand knowledge of this material and would therefore be reliant on reviewing records in our information system. I suggest the following potential courses of action:

- ODSC contact (Perth) and (Adelaide) via phone.
- ODSC attend ADFIS and sit with one of our staff and jointly review the material held in our information system.
- (Perth) and/or (Adelaide) travel to Canberra to meet with ODSC.

Noting above, please advise how you wish to proceed.

Regards,

DOPS, ADFIS

From: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 13:58
To: ADFIS HQ Operations
Cc: 
Subject: FW: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Importance: High

UNCLASSIFIED

Good afternoon.

Please see the below request for a meeting re the Jedi Council.

I don't think SPCRO has much to contribute to this issue.

Regards

Manager
SPCRO
Hi

I have been asked to set up a meeting next Monday or Tuesday with ADFIS about the evidence in the Jedi Council matter.

Specifically, we need to get a better handle on how many inappropriate emails were transmitted and retransmitted on the DRN; also the systems in place to detect inappropriate emails and how these ones evaded detection. I think ADFIS is the first port of call because they have already looked at these issues.

Is this correct and if so, are you able to advise who it would be appropriate to set the meeting up with (Provost Marshall?) and availability.
Hello

Thank you for coming back to me so quickly and for the suggestions on how to proceed.

It is likely that an initial telecon will be the best option and once I have this confirmed, should I contact you to arrange a time and date with

Regards

Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

---

Hello

As always we are very willing to assist in these matters, however our more detailed corporate knowledge on such matters will not always be resident here. In this case, I'm led to believe the two investigators best placed to assist with respect to the Jedi Council email traffic are (Perth) and (Adelaide). Those of us in Canberra have very limited first hand knowledge of this material and would therefore be reliant on reviewing records in our information system. I suggest the following potential courses of action:

- ODSC contact (Perth) and (Adelaide) via phone.
- ODSC attend ADFIS and sit with one of our staff and jointly review the material held in our information system.
- (Perth) and (Adelaide) travel to Canberra to meet with ODSC.

Noting above, please advise how you wish to proceed.

Regards,

DOPS, ADFIS

---

Good afternoon.

Please see the below request for a meeting re the Jedi Council.

I don't think SPCRO has much to contribute to this issue.

Regards

SPCRO
I have been asked to set up a meeting next Monday or Tuesday with ADFIS about the evidence in the Jedi Council matter.

Specifically, we need to get a better handle on how many inappropriate emails were transmitted and retransmitted on the DRN; also the systems in place to detect inappropriate emails and how these ones evaded detection. Michael thinks ADFIS is the first port of call because they have already looked at these issues.

Is this correct and if so, are you able to advise who it would be appropriate to set the meeting up with (Provost Marshall?) and availability.

Regards

_________________________________________________
Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal
Ph: ___________________________ Email: ___________________________

IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
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Sir,

will not be available until and will not be available until as both members will be on leave.

Are you happy for to engage with today as an interim solution and then we can arrange for a meeting upon the return of both members.

---

Team,

Please confirm availability of and to be contacted by phone by ODSC early next week regarding Jedi Council information. Once you've done this please email (cc me) with their availability and best contact number. I'd appreciate this being actioned urgently. Post contact with ODSC, both members are to make appropriate DPSMS entries.

Please ack this task.

Regards,

Begin forwarded message:

On 3 Jul 2015, at 11:06 am, wrote:

Good morning

We would like to go ahead and arrange a telecon for next Monday or Tuesday afternoon (subject to availability and time differences).

Let me know if there is any protocol that you require us to follow in approaching SGT Edwards and WO2 Moverly or if you are happy for us to do so using this email trail as an introduction.

Thank you for your help with this.

Regards

Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email:
Hello

Thank you for coming back to me so quickly and for the suggestions on how to proceed.

It is likely that an initial telecon will be the best option and once I have this confirmed, should I contact you to arrange a time and date with

Regards

______________________________
Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal
Email:

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 14:57  
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: RE: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]  

UNCLASSIFIED

Hello

As always we are very willing to assist in these matters, however our more detailed corporate knowledge on such matters will not always be resident in Canberra. In this case, I’m led to believe the two investigators best placed to assist with respect to the Jedi Council email traffic are (Perth) and (Adelaide). Those of us in Canberra have very limited first hand knowledge of this material and would therefore be reliant on reviewing records in our information system. I suggest the following potential courses of action:

• ODSC contact (Perth) and (Adelaide) via phone.
• ODSC attend ADFIS and sit with one of our staff and jointly review the material held in our information system.
• (Perth) and/or (Adelaide) travel to Canberra to meet with ODSC.

Noting above, please advise how you wish to proceed.

DOPS, ADFIS

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 13:58  
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: FW: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]  

UNCLASSIFIED

Good afternoon.

Please see the below request for a meeting re the Jedi Council.

I don’t think SPCRO has much to contribute to this issue.

Regards

Manager
SPCRO

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, 1 July 2015 13:50  
To:  
Subject: Meeting in Relation to Jedi Council Information [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]  

UNCLASSIFIED

Hi
I have been asked to set up a meeting next Monday or Tuesday with ADFIS about the evidence in the Jedi Council matter.

Specifically, we need to get a better handle on how many inappropriate emails were transmitted and retransmitted on the DRN; also the systems in place to detect inappropriate emails and how these ones evaded detection. thinks ADFIS is the first port of call because they have already looked at these issues.

Is this correct and if so, are you able to advise who it would be appropriate to set the meeting up with (Provost Marshall?) and availability.

Regards

__________________________________________________
Legal Research Officer / Business Manager | Office of Defence Special Counsel | Defence Legal

Email:
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I have heard many complaints about the selection and eligibility of AofTY so below is a list of the criteria. looking at them one must ask exactly how this year’s and some preceding recipients managed consideration let alone the award

You draw your own conclusions however looking at the nominees and the winners how many of them have achieved excellence in their nominated field, let alone a significant contribution to the Australian community
From what I see of this award it is about being politically correct particularly in line with government attitudes

I wonder what Morrison will do to “National pride and active citizenship”, maybe give away free sex change operations

The selection criteria are:

- Demonstrated excellence in their field
- Significant contribution to the Australian community and nation
- An inspirational role model for the Australian community
- The Local Hero award acknowledges a significant contribution at local community level

Selection panels will also give consideration to the following in assessing and comparing nominations against the above criteria:

- Personal, academic and professional achievements
- Contribution in the relevant field (how has the nominee 'put back' into their field to benefit others)
- Demonstrated leadership, innovation and creativity
- Personal interests and community involvement
- Contribution to development of regional community and/or economy
- Future goals and likely impact
- Degree of difficulty of the achievement and sacrifices made
- Country of residence
- Previous awards and recognition
- Voluntary work beyond paid employment
- Nature and length of activity or service
- Achievements as an individual or as part of a group or organisation
- Availability and commitment to promote national pride and active citizenship though the year of the recipient's appointment

In any case you be the judge of what you consider to properly required to be AofTY and if current recipients meet your standard

Regards
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